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Ko-Yung Tung, Vice President and General Counsel, The World Bank

Reliable insolvency systems
and access to capital
The shared mission of The World Bank and the EBRD is to promote economic

development in their member countries. A sound and reliable financial

infrastructure is essential for achieving sustainable economic growth and for

reducing the risk of systemic financial crises and the loss of market confidence.

One of the pillars of a solid financial infrastructure

is a world-class insolvency system and debtor-

creditor regime. On any given day, vast sums

move around the globe at the tap of a computer

mouse. Credit will inexorably flow to places where

creditors are fairly treated. This was made clear

during the recent East Asian financial crisis. The

risks of non-payment, non-performance or insolv-

ency were ignored or underweighted in the equat-

ion of return on investments during the “East

Asian miracle” for nearly two decades. Dreams

of fortunes blinded investors to the absence of

a reliable financial and legal infrastructure.

Meanwhile, in central and eastern Europe, the last

decade witnessed a radical transition from cen-

trally planned to market economies. This necessit-

ated the development and reinforcement of legal

and judicial infrastructures at breathtaking pace.

When the transition started, insolvency systems

served essentially as a conduit through which

state and public assets were filtered to the private

sector, often inefficiently and without the requisite

institutional and regulatory infrastructure. As a

result, corporate rescue techniques and corporate

models that require greater institutional and

individual capacity were not sufficiently develop-

ed. As these markets mature and expand domestic-

ally, they must also cope with globalisation. To

meet these challenges and to capitalise on these

opportunities, their insolvency systems must

satisfy domestic and international demands. 

Since long ago, organised societies have felt the

need for a system of rules and procedures for

regulating insolvency. This is particularly true in

today’s rapidly changing global markets, where

rules and procedures are constantly shaped and

reshaped by new methods of commerce and com-

munication, where property rights are redefined,

where businesses routinely transcend national

boundaries and access new and innovative types

of credit, where risk is measured by complex

formulae and computer models, and where capital

moves from one market to the next at cyber speed.

The challenge, therefore, is to develop effective

insolvency systems conducive not only to today’s

but also to tomorrow’s financial environment.

Insolvency systems are a fundamental building

block of sustainable economic development.

They promote access to credit for all borrowers,

underpin contract enforcement, provide a binding,

collective procedure to preserve and maximise the

value of business assets, and ensure predictable

risk-sharing in the event of financial difficulties.

At the same time, insolvency regimes operate

within the framework of the wider legal system,

including property rights, commercial and

corporate laws, capital markets laws, tax laws,

and banking regulation. All these elements are

inextricably interrelated to the insolvency system.

For example, changes in corporate governance

rules targeting mismanagement by corporate

insiders may increase the accountability of

managers for trading losses leading to insolvency.

The World Bank works with member countries to

strengthen financial regimes through comprehen-

sive legal system reforms (e.g., laws relating

to collateralisation, land registry, intellectual pro-

perty protection, transparent accounting and

corporate governance.) These measures contribute

to an environment in which enterprises can seek

“patient” capital to support long-term investment

as well as working capital to finance short-term

revolving financial needs. 

This issue of Law in transition focuses on the role

of insolvency systems in modern economies and

the challenges that face developing and transition

countries as they build reliable insolvency regimes,

which are intended to maximise the assets avail-

able for equitable distribution to all creditors of

a failing enterprise and to preserve viable busi-

nesses. Predictable insolvency regimes provide

incentives for creditors to work with debtors

and their fellow creditors to avoid the closure of

the debtor’s business rather than to pursue an

opportunistic strategy of withdrawing credit and

seizing assets at the first sign of financial distress.

When the business cannot be revived, and the

enterprise cannot sustain its operations through

cash flow and new investment, liquidation is

inevitable and socially desirable in order to

reallocate assets efficiently to productive users. 

Crises bring latent defects to the fore and catalyse

reform efforts. The fall of Barings Bank in 1994

prompted an international response by the Group

of Thirty, which developed contingency plans

to contain the effects of transnational bank

insolvencies that could destabilise international

financial systems. Likewise, the financial crisis of

1997-98 in emerging markets led to a renaissance

in attitudes about the role and significance of

insolvency and debtor-creditor systems within the

international financial architecture. A wealth of

knowledge has been gained from the transition

experience in central and eastern Europe and the

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), as

well as from other emerging markets. Some lessons

are the result of trial and error; others are the by-

products of borrowed experience and methodical

application of sound principles. This issue of

Law in transition is a timely opportunity to review

the lessons learned over the past decade in the

transition economies, and to reflect upon current

developments and reforms to come.
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Filip Klavins, Partner, Klavins, Slaidins & Loze*

A decade of legal reform
in the Baltic states
Legal reform in the Baltic states over the past decade has been a mixture

of the old and the new, the immediate and the lasting, with each country

choosing its own path. Convergence among the three legal

systems remains a long-term goal.

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have each

undergone a period of strenuous legal reform

during the last decade and are now at a stage

where their lawmakers can more confidently

focus on longer-term legal structures. The EU

accession process also provides the Baltic

states with significant new opportunities. The

three countries aim to combine their specific

legal traditions with continental Europe’s

modern principles of law, especially in

anticipation of EU enlargement.

The old and the new

The mixture of the old and the new in legal

reform in the Baltic states can best be seen in

review of three important legal bases in these

countries: the Constitution, the Civil Law,

and the Commercial Law of each country. 

Prior to the Second World War and eventual

Soviet occupation of Estonia, Latvia and

Lithuania, the three Baltic states were all

part of the continental European legal

system. Under that system, the principal

body of law was statutory, substantive

branches of the law were codified, and the

role of the courts was restricted to applying

legislation. Finally, judges did not participate

in the rule-making process; the doctrine

of precedent was not acknowledged.

There was no question that after regaining

their independence in 1991, all three

countries would return to and develop their

European legal heritage. Even before

independence, the Baltic states experienced

a strong movement to renew their legal

heritage, and in 1988-89 debates were very

active with Moscow over which laws had

precedence, those of the Soviet Union or

those of each individual republic.

Following the collapse of the Soviet system,

Estonia and Lithuania adopted new

constitutions,1 while Latvia relied heavily on

its pre-war legal structure. On 4 May 1990,

when the Soviet-era Latvian Supreme Council

declared a transition period to the desired

goal of renewed independence for Latvia, the

statement cited a need to return to the 1922

Constitution (“Satversme”) of independent

Latvia. Later, the Constitution was in fact

renewed. The result is a similar European

parliamentary government and legal system

in all three countries. The parliaments vested

with legal power are: the Riigikogu in

Estonia, the Saeima in Latvia, and the

Seimas in Lithuania. The Parliament of each

country passes laws, decisions and the state

budget, and names the prime minister, who

forms the government.

The executive power rests with each country’s

Government, which consists of the prime

minister and varying numbers of ministers.

The Government submits drafts of laws

and the state budget to the Parliament and

issues decrees and regulations. Judicial

power is exercised by the courts – courts

of first instance, courts of appeals, and

supreme courts. 

With regard to Civil Law, each country relies

to a varying degree on its legal heritage. This

ranges from the 1937 “Latvian Civil Law”,

which was renewed with only minor



amendments,2 to the Lithuanian civil code

presently under the consideration of the

Parliament. The draft code developed by

Estonia in 1940 was never enacted,3 so a

Civil Code has now been established as a

new body of laws rather than an amended

version of the old draft.4 These legal

frameworks are based on continental

European models5 and are presently at

different stages of development. 

In Lithuania, after many years of drafting

work, most of the draft Civil Code is now

being considered by Parliament. It is hoped

that the new Civil Code will incorporate the

strong legal traditions of the West along with

the more recent experience of Western

market economies. The Code will provide a

good basic structure that will be supplement-

ed by basic principles and rules laid out in

individual acts of commercial law. After the

Civil Code and supplementary legislation are

adopted, Lithuania will have a fully codified

and modern private law.6 The Lithuanian

Civil Code blends civil code and commercial

code, and its enactment will also have an

impact on Lithuanian commercial law in

important ways. For example, EU directives

concerning transparency and protection of

company members and third parties will

be implemented.

With regard to commercial law, a Commercial

Code has already been enacted in Estonia,

but not yet in Latvia and Lithuania. General

contract law and purchase and sale of goods

are for the most part regulated by laws from

the pre-war era in Latvia and Lithuania. Latvia

established a work group in the late 1930s to

begin drafting a commercial code, but it was

never completed. Company law in these two

countries is based on newer legislation, but

will be further modernised after the adoption

of the new commercial codes. 

The Estonian Commercial Code, adopted

on 1 September 1995, was an important

step towards improving the laws on

entrepreneurship. This law invalidated

the previous eclectic enterprise laws and

cleared up many of the discrepancies and

inconsistencies that emerged from the rapid

development of a legal framework for private

economic activity.7 The EU company law

directives were used in the preparation of the

Commercial Code in order to ensure that the

main structure of the Commercial Code

complied with EU requirements.

The Code in Estonia provides a definition

for the trader and for different types of

commercial undertakings. A trader can

be either an individual or a commercial

undertaking. There are five types of

commercial undertakings – general

partnerships, limited partnerships, limited

liability companies, joint-stock companies,

and commercial cooperatives.

Before the institution of the Code, all relevant

information concerning commercial under-

takings was registered at the company

register. Since 1 September 1995, registration

has been carried out through the commercial

register. By 1 September 1997, all companies

registered in the company register had to be

re-registered, with failure to do so resulting

in liquidation proceedings. Furthermore,

business registration before 1 September

1999 required a minimum capital of EEK

10,000 for limited liability companies and a

minimum capital of EEK 100,000 for joint-

stock companies. As of 1 September 1999

the minimum capital requirements were

increased to EEK 40,000 and EEK 400,000

respectively. Over 30,000 companies were

liquidated because they did not fulfil the re-

registration requirement by September 1997

or did not meet the minimum capital

requirement by September 1999.

Like Lithuania, whose prospective Civil Code

includes commercial code provisions, Latvia

is also on the verge of completing many years

of work preparing a new Commercial Code.8

The authors of the new Code acknowledge

the need for Latvian commercial law to

approximate more closely that of other

countries, such as Germany, France, the

Czech Republic, and even Estonia.

The immediate and the lasting

When reviewing legal reform in the Baltic

states over the past decade, it is important

to distinguish between laws that guide reform

and are part of the reform process, which are

therefore by nature temporary, and those

laws which will remain long-term.

1 Estonia adopted its Constitution by national

referendum on 28 June 1992, and the

Constitution came into force on 3 July 1992.

Lithuania passed its “Provisional Basic Law”

on 11 March 1990, and its Constitution by

national referendum on 25 October 1992.

2 While an excellent basis upon which to build,

the Civil Law in Latvia must naturally be subject

to further scrutiny because it did not have the

benefit of 50 years of gradual amendment,

supplement and modernisation, as in

other countries.

3 While there was progress in the early 1990s

towards adopting the pre-war draft Civil Code,

this plan was later abandoned.

4 The new Civil Code consists of five laws: the

“General Principles of the Civil Code Act”,

“Property Act”, “Family Act”, “Inheritance Law”

(all adopted); and the “Obligations Law” (still

pending). With the approval of the final part of

the code – the right of obligations – Estonia will

have a modern system of private law.

5 The pre-war Latvian Civil Law was based largely

upon German and French models. The reform

of the Estonian Civil Code relied on models

from a number of European countries such as

Germany, Switzerland and the Netherlands, while

the Lithuanian Draft Civil Code is based upon

Dutch and Italian models.

6 Divided into separate Books, the Civil Code

would include basic private law principles, rules

concerning persons and their legal capacity,

contract law, property law, family law, heritage,

mortgage, consumer protection and other aspects

of private law.

7 The laws of many countries exemplifying the best

European traditions (Germany, the Netherlands,

Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Czech

Republic, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary and Spain)

were consulted in the preparation of the Estonian

Commercial Code.

8 The draft Latvian Commercial Code contains

the following sections: general principles of

commercial activity, commercial register, traders,

merger and reorganisation, commercial pledge

(the provisions for this already exist, having

been adopted as a separate law in advance

of acceptance of the entire Commercial Code),

and commercial transactions.
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Restoration of private property (land reform,

denationalisation and privatisation) is nearing

completion in each of the Baltic states, and

laws guiding that process were required for

transition only. Property reform, for example,

requires stronger protection of tenants than

may be needed in the future. 

Latvia’s legislation on foreign investment

provides an interesting case study of the

evolution of laws in the Baltic states from

swiftly implemented measures to a more

permanent framework. The November 1991

“Law on Foreign Investment in Latvia” was a

legislative acknowledgement that the Latvian

market required foreign investment as soon

as possible in order to mature more rapidly.

The original “Law on Foreign Investment”

combined incentives for foreign investors

with restrictions on those investors.

Incentives included easily “marketable”

exemptions from import customs duties

and holidays from profits tax (the predecessor

to the current company income tax).

However, this law also designated areas

of business that legislators believed to be

of such national importance that foreign

investors should not control companies in

those areas. Examples included mass media,

natural resources and port management. 

After a few years of experience with this new

legislation designed to attract foreign invest-

ment, Latvian lawmakers first decided to

remove certain incentives for foreign investors,
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such as tax holidays. These benefits were

viewed by some as unnecessary and not

particularly helpful in attracting the calibre

of investor sought for the Latvian marketplace.

The “Law on Foreign Investment” was sub-

sequently changed to reduce the limitations

on areas of business in which foreign

investors may acquire controlling interests. 

Special incentives for and restrictions on

foreign investors have thus been phased out

of the legislation, and foreign investors in the

Latvian marketplace will be on approximately

equal ground with local market participants.

The reform in the law came about through

the enactment and subsequent removal of

provisions needed on a temporary basis

to achieve overall Latvian reform goals. 

The temporary nature of many early laws

in the Baltic states also arose from the

simple fact that haste was inevitable: New

laws were needed for all spheres of economic

and commercial activity. Estonia, Latvia and

Lithuania all introduced democratic market

principles and legal regulation by means of

a swift reduction in direct central regulation

and the contemporaneous establishment

of rules governing private initiative.

Observers from the United States, Canada,

the United Kingdom, the Nordic countries

and elsewhere may recognise similarities

with their country’s laws in discrete portions

of the Baltic states’ post-1990 legislation.

There was a period of time during which

there was pressure to adopt new legislation

in such a broad range of areas that available

legislative consultants and model laws were

sometimes used on an ad hoc basis.

Hundreds of laws were passed in each of the

Baltic states in the early 1990s, and when

government regulations are added, the

numbers grow into the thousands.

One special emphasis during the first stages

of the reform was the creation of a legal basis

for establishment and authorised activities

of new/non-state participants in the market.

In Latvia, the 1990 “Law on Entrepreneurial

Activity” enabled the establishment of, among

other things, limited liability companies,

partnerships and sole proprietorships, all

of which were prohibited under Soviet rule.

Later, special laws were adopted to regulate

further the forms of business entity allowed

under the “Law on Entrepreneurial Activity”.

The 1992 “Law on Limited Liability

Companies” (abbreviated SIA in Latvian) and

the 1993 “Law on Joint Stock Companies”

(A/S) stimulated rapid growth of these types

of organisations. From the beginning, it has

been relatively simple to establish and

register an SIA (the A/S is slightly more

complex), and the low minimum share capital

required by statute for both the SIA and

A/S allowed many people to try their hand

in private business. In another “evolutionary

step”, the minimum capitalisation require-

ments have been raised over time.

Similarly, in Estonia the basic legal

framework for business management and

entrepreneurship was created in 1989

and 1990.9 The aim was to facilitate the

development of entrepreneurship and to

secure economic independence for state-

owned enterprises, but these were the basic

commercial laws for the first private

entrepreneurs as well. In Lithuania, a similar

legal development occurred as a result of the

transition to a market economy. Basic legal

acts establishing the types of enterprises



and procedures for incorporation were

adopted in the first years of independence.10

Today, all these transitional period

commercial acts have been abrogated in

Estonia with the adoption of the Commercial

Code, and are very close to being superseded

by pending legislation in Latvia and

Lithuania as well. The Latvian Commercial

Code will greatly improve on all of the above-

mentioned laws, and in Lithuania a new draft

“Company Law” is under consideration in

the Parliament. A draft of the “Law on Legal

Entities Register” is also being prepared in

Lithuania, and more flexible and variable

forms of contract-based bodies (partnerships,

associations, groups of interest, and the like)

are provided in the country’s draft Civil Code.

It is hoped that these will serve as lasting

replacements for the early temporary laws. 

9 In Estonia the key laws were: the “Law of

Enterprises” (November 1989); the “Statutes

of the Joint Stock Company” (1989); “People’s

Enterprise” (1989); “Partnership” (1990); “State

Enterprise” (1990); “Municipal Enterprise”

(1990); and the “Law on Cooperatives” (1992). 

10 These laws were: the “Law on Enterprises”, the

“Law on the Register of Enterprises”; the “Law

on Partnerships” (1990); the “Law on Agricultural

Companies” (1991); the “Law on Cooperative

Companies (Cooperatives)” (1993); the

“Company Law”; the “Law on State and Municipal

Enterprises” (1994); and the “Law on Investment

Companies” (1995).
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During this reform process, many aspects

of each Baltic state’s legal system have

changed constantly, and it appears that such

changes will continue for a considerable

period of time. Compared with the beginning

of the 1990s, however, the legal systems

in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have for

the most part stabilised.

With the new challenge of EU enlargement,

and specifically of harmonising the laws

with the acquis communautaire, it cannot

be said that the transition periods are over

for the Baltic states in terms of legal reform.

Many existing laws and draft legislation

already implement the requirements of EU

directives (many of the existing Estonian

commercial laws, and the draft Latvian and

Lithuanian commercial laws are prime

examples), but this process remains the

In August 1989, a chain of 2 million people,

hand in hand, was formed stretching 600

kilometres from Tallinn to Vilnius. This

was an expression of the common goal of

Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians to regain

independence. The process of legal reform

in the Baltic states has the opportunity

to achieve the same unity in just a few

more years.

Conclusion: the challenges
of EU accession

In their legal reform processes, Estonia,

Latvia and Lithuania have all faced problems

similar to those in other central and east

European countries: intense time pressures,

variable quality of laws largely due to high

staff turnover in ministries and among

advisers, and political pressures. 

major priority of legal reformers in the

Baltic states today. Both in the Baltic states’

pre-war period of independence and during

the 1990s, legal reform has also included

discussion of harmonisation of laws among

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Such

harmonisation, while historically difficult,

may be facilitated nonetheless by the

larger process of assimilation into the

EU framework.
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Richard A. Gitlin and Brian N. Watkins, Partners, Bingham Dana L.L.P.*

Public sector participation 
in corporate debt restructuring:
practical aspects of government
programmes

In many emerging market economies, the public sector is beginning to play

a significant role in private sector corporate debt restructuring. This article

explores the reasons why a government programme may be useful,

describes the policy choices that governments must take in creating such

a programme, and identifies “best practices” for programme design

from recent experiences, primarily in Asia.

No matter how quickly an emerging market

grows its economy, it remains susceptible to

systemic economic crises. These crises are

almost always marked by severe over-

leveraging within the corporate sector and, in

the worst cases, can overwhelm the capacity

of the corporate sector to restructure its debt

burden. Without corporate sector debt

restructuring, companies are cut off from

necessary capital, and employment and tax

revenue are sacrificed. In order to cope with

such corporate sector paralysis in the face

of systemic economic pressure, the public

sector frequently steps in and involves itself

in the corporate debt restructuring process.1

Public sector debt restructuring programmes

are, by design, government initiatives

intended to accelerate the pace of corporate

debt restructuring. On a basic level, these

programmes may simply attempt to educate

parties regarding the optimal approach to

restructuring negotiations. Alternatively,

they may involve some form of mediation

mechanism.2 Other programmes may put in

place a relatively formal set of procedural

guidelines designed to add structure to the

debt restructuring process.3 Still other

programmes may involve the government

directly in the substantive restructuring

negotiations of certain companies.4 However,

while public sector debt restructuring

programmes may vary in their approach, they

all share the common goal of supplementing

informal work-out negotiations as a viable

alternative to judicial insolvency.

This paper discusses, in three sections, the

practical aspects of these public sector debt

restructuring programmes for emerging

markets. The first section addresses the

question of why the public sector should

be involved in private debt restructuring

negotiations in the first instance. The second

section identifies certain policy choices

created for those contemplating the design

and implementation of public sector debt

restructuring programmes. The final section

sets forth a series of recommended “best

practices” for the design of these programmes.

In this regard, it is concluded that each

emerging market is different, and the debt

restructuring programmes adopted in each

country must be designed to account for

those differences. This paper, however, sets

forth a number of principles that should

normally be implemented whenever public

sector involvement in debt restructuring

is contemplated.

Why public sector involvement
may be necessary

It cannot be doubted that most emerging

markets require a workable out-of-court

alternative to judicial insolvency proceedings



(whether or not such alternative is provided

by the public sector). There are a number

of reasons for this. Litigation the world over

is expensive and time consuming. Legal

systems in emerging markets are frequently

inadequate to deal with any sizeable

corporate sector debt crisis. Relevant law

may be insufficiently advanced to address

difficult restructuring issues. The judiciary

may not be sufficiently professional or

experienced to make the necessary legal and

commercial decisions. Individual insolvency

matters may occur as part of a larger,

systemic financial crisis that overwhelms

the capacity of an otherwise well run legal

system. In each of these circumstances, a

properly functioning insolvency alternative

is essential to corporate sector recovery.

In developed countries, the informal work-out

process familiar to most restructuring

professionals provides a workable alternative

to litigation.5 In emerging markets, however, a

combination of factors can cause the informal

work-out process to break down. The four

most important causes for ineffective out-of-

court restructuring negotiations in emerging

markets – ineffective creditors’ rights, lack of

restructuring experience, cultural differences,

and poor co-ordination between real and

financial sector restructuring efforts – are

each discussed below. 

Ineffective legal framework

Paradoxically, the effectiveness of out-of-court

debt restructuring negotiations depends, in

the first instance, on the predictability of the

underlying legal framework. In countries with

efficiently run legal systems that provide

clear guidance regarding the legal rights

of the parties, debtors and creditors can

adequately assess their respective leverage

so as to make the decisions necessary to

engage in debt restructuring negotiations.

On the other hand, where the legal rights

of the parties are unclear, or where one side

is provided with inadequate legal recourse,

there will either be insufficient information

for the parties to take negotiating positions,

or, alternatively, one side will have nothing

to gain from entering into discussions in the

first instance. In either case, out-of-court

debt restructuring negotiations will be

unpredictable or non-existent. 

Lack of substantive restructuring
experience

Work-out negotiations depend heavily on

the talent of restructuring professionals

for their success. By definition, in an out-

of-court negotiation, no external framework

is imposed on the parties to guide their

negotiations. Predictable “rules of

engagement” are, however, encouraged

by the use of debt restructuring profess-

ionals who, over time, have developed

best practices for dealing with debt

restructuring negotiations.

To operate effectively, would-be professionals

must possess a sound understanding of

commercial principles, experience with

similar negotiations, and a fundamental

appreciation of the underlying legal

framework and available restructuring

strategies. These are learned skills that do

not lend themselves to speedy acquisition.

These same skills are often conspicuously

absent in an emerging market in the early

stages of an economic crisis.6

In such circumstances, the parties to

restructuring negotiations in emerging

markets are often unable to provide direction

and structure to the negotiation process.

Without such structure, discussions

frequently become disorganised and

unnecessarily confrontational. Moreover,

without the aid of professionals possessing

experience with similar restructuring

transactions, the parties are often uncertain

as to what constitutes a commercially

reasonable compromise in their case.

As such, emerging market negotiations

lacking professional guidance rarely result

in favourable resolutions.7

1 Public sector debt restructuring programmes have

been launched in a number of Asian countries

in response to the recent financial crisis. Such

programmes are currently in place in Indonesia,

Malaysia, Thailand and Korea.

2 An example of a programme that serves an

educational and mediation function is the Jakarta

Initiative, in place in Indonesia since November of

1998. The Jakarta Initiative, among other things,

makes available debt restructuring professionals

who act as facilitators to help parties negotiate

a debt restructuring deal.

3 An example of an institutional programme

designed to create procedural regularity is the

CDRAC programme in place in Thailand. Under

the programme, companies and their creditors

execute agreements pursuant to which they

adhere to a set procedure for conducting

restructuring negotiations.

4 It is arguable that the Korean institutional

approach falls into this category.

5 Out-of-court restructuring negotiations result

in the vast majority of the successful corporate

debt restructurings internationally. Indeed, the

bankruptcy systems in most developed countries

tend to define the relative leverage against which

the parties can reach an acceptable agreement.

6 It is often the case that emerging markets

experience periods of rapid economic growth prior

to economic crises. During these expansionary

periods, there is little opportunity or incentive

for local financial professionals to develop

specialised debt restructuring skills. At the same

time, massive capital inflows ensure that there

is relatively more debt to go bad. As a result, the

scale of the economic crisis quickly overwhelms

the capacity of local debt restructuring talent.

7 In many emerging markets, such as Indonesia,

Thailand and Korea, the primary tool for dealing

with this lack of restructuring experience has been

the use of institutional restructuring programmes.

For instance, a substantial percentage of facilita-

tor time at the Jakarta Initiative has been devoted

to providing inexperienced parties with guidance

regarding recommended restructuring practice and

procedure. Similarly, the Thai CDRAC programme

is designed to provide for mediation services.
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Cultural differences

In developed economies, out-of-court debt

restructuring negotiations often succeed

because the participants operate from

common business perspectives or cultures.

They have similar commercial experience

and possess common approaches to the

negotiation process. This is not always the

case in emerging markets, in which local

business culture can vary from that of many

providers of international capital. While

cultural differences certainly arise in many

cross-border negotiations, the adversarial

nature of debt restructuring discussions can,

in particular, strain working relationships.

Corporate executives accustomed to dealing

with accommodating local loan officers

seeking to extend as much credit as possible

often have difficulty adjusting to work-out

personnel who care little for ongoing lending

relationships. Conversely, international

lenders frequently become frustrated when

dealing with business cultures that tolerate

activity (or inactivity) different from that

to which they are accustomed.8

In addition to basic business culture, the

attitudes and expectations of companies and

creditors towards corporate reorganisation 

(so-called “rescue” or “work-out” culture) 

can vary widely from country to country.

A country’s local rescue culture may

emphasise corporate reorganisation or,

alternatively, creditor recovery. Various

rescue cultures may or may not attach

a social stigma to the debtor’s inability

to service its debt. Because developing

economies have usually had less exposure

to international restructuring practices, the

divergence of rescue culture between local

debtors and international creditors can

frequently be substantial.

Moreover, the financial position and rescue

culture of various lending institutions may

also vary. Lenders on sound financial footing

may prefer to maximise long-term recovery

through balance sheet restructuring of their

debtors.9 Other lenders who are worried about

their own internal capital adequacy may

prefer short-term solutions that permit them

to continue to carry distressed loans on

their books as performing assets. Still other

lenders may have purchased their positions

at a deep discount in the secondary debt

market (so-called “vulture” investors) and

may be looking for a rapid settlement.

Finally, government asset management

units may be present as creditors and may

take positions that diverge from those of

other creditors.

All of these various company and creditor

attitudes can lead to friction and cause the

parties to adopt inflexible and unrealistic

positions that can hamper debt restructuring

progress. Frequently, an institutional restruc-

turing programme wherein a powerful third

party (the public sector) steps in to referee

disputes can present the best opportunity

available for overcoming these differences.

Need to co-ordinate real sector
and financial sector restructuring

In emerging markets, economic crises are

frequently systemic in nature, leading to a

need for restructuring in both the financial

and real sectors. Following a financial crisis

in an emerging market, governmental or

quasi-governmental bodies may find

themselves holding sizeable distressed debt

portfolios as a result of bank recapitalisation

or closure programmes.10 This creates a need

for a co-ordinated approach to real and

financial sector restructuring that can be

difficult to address solely in the context of

informal debt restructuring negotiations.

This can, alternatively, pose a tremendous

opportunity or serious threat to real sector

restructuring. If the loan-recovery programme

is poorly co-ordinated, the temptation will

exist to maximise immediate cash recovery

at the expense of broader corporate sector

restructuring. For instance, many government

loan restructuring units hold special power

over domestic debtors (such as extra-judicial

liquidation powers) that result in increased

negotiating leverage.11 This permits the

government entity to engage in bilateral

negotiations12 to extract settlements not

available to other creditors. This can

frequently lead to friction with the debtor

and other creditors as inordinate value is

extracted, leaving the debtor and remaining

creditors with reduced prospects for recovery.

On the other hand, if the government’s loan

recovery programme is properly co-ordinated

with its broader real sector restructuring

goals, a tremendous opportunity exists not
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only to accelerate corporate restructuring,

but also to maximise long-term government

portfolio recovery. The special powers held

by government asset management units

permit them to coerce reluctant debtors into

a constructive loan restructuring process and

thereby kick-start the restructuring process

on a larger scale.

Additionally, the sheer volume of distressed

positions held by the government asset

management unit will permit it to show

leadership and to shape the course of

corporate restructuring along predictable

and productive lines. If a predictable and

constructive restructuring regime is fostered,

process risk inherent in distressed loan

positions will be reduced, and the secondary

market value of the government portfolio

will be increased. 

However, without a clearly defined set of

restructuring principles and an institutional

approach to corporate sector restructuring,

it will be difficult for the public sector to

manage the competing interests of bank

and corporate sector restructuring. Indeed,

government asset management units charged

with maximising recovery on non-performing

loans are unlikely to balance their own

recoveries independently against the

overriding interests of real sector recovery.

To do so, a broader, institutional approach

that mediates between the various interests

of companies, government creditors and

other creditors may be necessary.

Policy issues guiding the
design of public sector
restructuring programmes

As discussed above, there exist a number

of factors that should cause emerging markets

to consider public sector involvement in

corporate debt restructuring. In designing

the appropriate public sector response, it

should be recognised that any such response

will necessarily involve compromises among

a number of competing policy objectives.

The architects of a country’s debt restruc-

turing programme should identify these

policy choices before putting any debt

restructuring programme into operation.

Otherwise, it is likely that the programme

will result in unanticipated, adverse policy

consequences. A number of policy issues

for consideration are identified below.

Determining the principles under which
the programme will operate

At the outset, those designing a public sector

programme should determine its goals and

the manner in which those goals will be

achieved. The objective of most institutional

programmes will be to accelerate the pace

of real sector restructuring. Beyond that,

however, under what principles will the

programme operate? Will the programme

attempt to maximise creditor recovery, or will

it favour corporate restructuring at all costs?

Similarly, will the programme use as a basis

for its operation generally accepted corporate

restructuring principles,13 or will it utilise

differing principles adapted for the

circumstances of the country?

Obviously, a wide variety of policy objectives

can be accommodated when formulating

the principles under which the programme

will operate.14 However, it should be kept

in mind that a programme that follows

generally accepted, commercial restruc-

turing principles can usually rely on the

parties to police their own participation

in the programme, as there already exists

a commercial consensus as to how the

principles are to operate. This is less

true the more the programme includes

elements that depart from existing

commercial practice.

As such, the more an institutional programme

abandons accepted commercial principles

for custom-tailored policy, the more the

government will be required to police the

involvement of the parties and entangle itself

in restructuring negotiations. As discussed

below, such entanglement involves serious

risks and must be undertaken only following

a careful evaluation of the credibility and

professionalism of the proposed government

decision-makers, as well as the value of

the goals to be achieved through their

involvement.

Determining the manner in which
substantive decisions are made

Perhaps the most important policy decision

when designing a public sector debt

restructuring programme is the manner in

which substantive restructuring decisions

are to be made in individual cases. In this

regard, it must be determined whether and

under what circumstances an institutional

decision-maker will substitute his or her

8 For instance, in Indonesia, there has historically

been a certain degree of tolerance for transfer

pricing within related corporate entities, through

which value can be moved from one related

company to another. Discovery of past transfer

pricing practices, and creditor insistence that

future prices be reviewed for fairness, has created

friction in many negotiations. 

9 The term “balance sheet restructuring” refers

to a fundamental reordering of the company’s

balance sheet, frequently through a conversion

of debt to equity.

10 In Indonesia, the Indonesian Bank Restructuring

Agency (IBRA) is currently dealing with a portfolio

of over IDR 155 trillion. See World Bank Report

Indonesia, From Crisis to Opportunity, p.22

(21 July 1999).

11 For instance, the Indonesian Bank Restructuring

Agency has been granted so-called “Article 17”

powers to liquidate companies under certain

circumstances.

12 The term “bilateral negotiations” refers to debt

restructuring negotiations conducted between

a creditor and debtor without the input or other

participation of other creditors. Bilateral negotiat-

ions are generally considered to be unproductive

because they result in inter-creditor friction and

frequently delay or prevent restructurings from

taking place.

13 See discussion of the so-called “London

Approach” at note 18.

14 For instance, if a certain country wishes to ensure

that the interests of employee unions are

represented in restructuring negotiations, the

public sector programme can be formulated to

require the participation of union representatives.
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judgement for that of private parties.15

Specific examples where public sector

decision-making may be relevant include

the determination of:

■ whether to initiate the restructuring process;

■ whether to replace management of a

given company;

■ whether to seek outside investors;

■ the terms of rescheduled indebtedness;

■ the terms of debt-for-equity conversions;

■ the terms of debt reductions (“haircuts”);

and

■ other restructuring terms.

Involving the public sector in the substantive

debt restructuring process can provide

credibility and leverage, and can help to

overcome the reluctance or inability of the

parties to engage in good faith negotiations.

Indeed, weak legal remedies, conflicting

cultures and inexperience with the restruc-

turing process may combine to create

a situation where the parties are simply

incapable of reaching an agreement on their

own. In such a circumstance, forcing a

substantive result through the operation of the

public sector restructuring programme may

be the only way to achieve near-term results.

On the other hand, directly involving

governments in debt restructuring

discussions is fraught with risks. In many

countries, it is precisely the close

“cooperation” between the corporate and

government sectors that has caused or

worsened economic problems in the first

place. In such countries, direct substantive

involvement of the restructuring programme

may reduce market confidence in the

programme if not managed carefully.16

Whether to utilise third-party
mediation expertise

In cases where the public sector does not

directly assume the role of substantive

decision-maker, it may nevertheless provide

some form of substantive (as well as

procedural) guidance through a mediation

mechanism. Under such a mechanism,

trained facilitators or mediators act as

intermediaries to bridge cultural gaps and

improve communication. However, the

decision to include a mediation mechanism

must be made in light of the cost of the

professionals involved, their relative skills,

and the need to provide guidance to

restructuring participants. This is a cost-

benefit inquiry that should be undertaken

only after the resource constraints of the

programme are identified.

Should the programme operate
coercively?

An additional policy choice faced by those

designing public sector debt restructuring

programmes is the availability and severity

of sanctions that can be imposed on parties

who refuse to participate in the programme.

In other words, should the programme be

designed to operate on a voluntary basis,

or should those administering the programme

be empowered to punish parties who refuse

to participate, or who participate in an

unsatisfactory fashion? If so, what type

of sanctions should be available, and what

discretion should those administering the

programme have over their use?17

If a strictly voluntary programme is chosen,

care must be taken that the programme is

adequately funded and staffed with profess-

ionals capable of developing and maintaining

market credibility. Otherwise, there will be

no real incentive for companies and their

creditors to participate in the programme.

On the other hand, if those administering the

programme are granted the power to punish

parties deemed uncooperative, the programme

will run the risk that such power will be

improperly used. This may be of particular

concern in countries with a history of

corruption or abuse of government power.

Again, the decision as to whether to build

such sanctions into the restructuring

programme will require an analysis of the

professionalism and dependability of those

responsible for its operation, as well as the

level of discretion left to such individuals.

Choosing a rigid or flexible
procedural system

Regardless of the level of institutional

involvement in substantive restructuring

decisions, most programmes will involve

some level of supervision over the procedural

aspects of the debt restructuring process.

In designing this supervision, the architects

of the public sector programme will have

to choose a flexible system that favours

adaptability or a rigid procedural system

that fosters predictability.

Areas in which the level of procedural

flexibility might be relevant include:

■ when and under what terms independent

professionals are retained;

■ the manner in which information is to be

gathered and distributed;

■ whether creditors should be required to

“stand still” (to refrain from exercising

their rights) for some period during

discussions;

■ whether and when to require the formation

of a creditors’ committee;

■ whether and when negotiations should

be commenced;

■ what timetable should be applicable 

to the restructuring process; and

■ how approval is to be obtained for

restructuring plans.

To begin with, a case can certainly be made

for flexible public sector restructuring systems

that permit decision-makers to tailor the

restructuring procedure to the needs of each

case. On the other hand, in many emerging

markets, the lack of certainty and experience

regarding the proper way to go about corporate

debt restructuring merits public sector involve-

ment in the first instance. As such, those

designing the public sector programme must

carefully evaluate the needs of their market

prior to casting procedural rules in stone.
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Choosing a balance between real
and financial sector restructuring

As set forth above, where an economic crisis

involves both the banking and corporate

sectors, government asset management units

will inherit distressed debt positions as a

result of bank takeover or recapitalisation

programmes. The manner in which these

positions are handled by the government

is of critical importance to real sector debt

restructuring.

Government asset management units are

often equipped with extra-judicial powers

not available to other creditors. For

instance, many asset management units

have the power to liquidate uncooperative

debtors out of court, and to bring civil and

criminal penalties against individuals who

have engaged in fraudulent activities.

By threatening to exercise these powers

in bilateral negotiations, the government

asset management unit can almost certainly

recover more cash from the debtor than

other creditors. However, this recovery will

come at the expense of the other creditors

and, in many cases, at the expense of the

restructuring (i.e., the government asset

management unit may divert so much

value from the debtor that the debtor will

ultimately fail as a going concern).

This presents decision-makers with a choice

between immediate cash settlement and

long-term recovery. By pushing its rights

with respect to defaulted loans, a

government asset management unit may

obtain immediate cash settlements, but at

the expense of ultimate long-term recovery.

On the other hand, if the government

determines to favour long-term recovery,

immediate cash recovery will be set at the

rate achievable by other, private creditors.

As discussed below, however, by fostering a

predictable and workable corporate rescue

system, the government asset management

unit can reduce process risk and maximise

the secondary market value of its portfolio.

Balancing these sometimes competing

objectives and managing the policy

decisions once they are made is one of

the most fundamental challenges in the

emerging market restructuring process.

Best practice recommendations

There is, of course, no single set of “best

practices” applicable to every public sector

restructuring programme. Such programmes

must be designed in light of each country’s

social, cultural and political characteristics

in order to address the specific factors

justifying the programme’s existence.

That is not to say, however, that there are

no guidelines as to how to proceed from a

policy standpoint. Set forth below are several

guidelines that seem relevant when choosing

among the various policy alternatives

discussed in the previous section. 

The public sector programme should
normally adhere to generally accepted
commercial restructuring principles

As discussed above, the first step in designing

any public sector debt restructuring pro-

gramme is to identify the restructuring

principles that will govern its operation.

These principles must be carefully formulated

and must be communicated to the public so

that a predictable mechanism will exist to

overcome uncertainty in the market regarding

restructuring process and procedure.

As a starting point, the programme should

stick as closely as possible to generally

accepted commercial restructuring principles,

such as those articulated under the so-called

“London Approach”.18 In accordance with

the London Approach, an emphasis is placed

on the free dissemination of information, a

collaborative, global approach to restructuring

involving all parties, and an orderly

negotiation process, including a “standstill”

period during which creditors refrain from

taking action against the debtor (and, if

necessary provide interim support to the

debtor) to permit such negotiations to

progress. These principles have been

developed over time and are generally viewed

as the best means to rescue companies and

to maximise recovery for creditors.

By embracing accepted commercial

restructuring principles, a public sector

programme can reduce the necessary level

of government involvement, ensure its

credibility and secure the cooperation of

international parties. This will also reduce

the “learning curve” experienced by the

parties as they adapt to the operation of the

programme, and will increase the rate at

which the programme is implemented.

Additionally, by adopting existing

commercial standards, the restructuring

programme can ensure that local

professionals learn a debt restructuring

approach that will prove to be compatible

with international standards following the

termination of the programme.

15 Two extremes of this policy choice can be seen

in the restructuring systems set up in Indonesia

and Korea. In Indonesia, the Jakarta Initiative

does not involve government decision-making with

respect to substantive restructuring issues. This

is justified given the history of government abuse

of power in Indonesia. In Korea, there is a greater

degree of government involvement in substantive

restructuring matters. This, too, would seem to be

justified given the comparably productive working

relationship between the corporate and govern-

ment sectors in Korea.

16 A primary objective of a public sector restructuring

programme should be to create confidence among

companies and creditors that the programme will

accelerate the restructuring process. By maintain-

ing credibility, utilisation of the programme will

be maximised.

17 Contrast the Jakarta Initiative, which has historic-

ally been a voluntary programme, with the

mechanism in place in Thailand, wherein debtor-

creditor and inter-creditor agreements executed

under the auspices of CDRAC call for specified

penalties if the parties fail to follow the pre-

scribed restructuring procedure. 

18 The London Approach is a set of best practice

restructuring guidelines articulated and informally

enforced by the Bank of England.
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Public sector involvement in substantive
decision making must be proportional
to public sector responsibility

As discussed above, the decision to involve

the public sector in the substantive aspects

of debt restructuring can help a government

achieve specific policy goals, and can

provide momentum to the debt restructuring

process. However, such a decision comes at

the risk of potential inefficiency, incompetence

and outright abuse of power. As such, the

degree of substantive public sector involve-

ment must be carefully analysed when design-

ing a public sector restructuring programme.

The initial determination about whether

to involve the government in substantive

decision-making must depend on the

capability and credibility of those who will

be responsible for its administration. In

countries where there exists a history of

corruption or abuse of power, government

control over substantive restructuring

discussions should be minimised. Only

by doing so can market confidence in the

programme be preserved. In countries where

there is a close (and relatively efficient)

working relationship between the corporate

and government sectors, government

supervision of restructuring efforts may

be essential to a properly functioning

programme. Even in such countries, however,

the government personnel involved must

understand the debt restructuring process

in order to avoid abuse and inefficiency.

In most cases, it is better to permit private

parties to determine the substantive aspects

of their debt restructuring transactions,

rather than to substitute the government’s

judgement for that of the parties. Even if the

parties are initially incapable of engaging

in constructive negotiations as a result of

inexperience or cultural differences, these

impediments can be eliminated over time

through the use of a mediation mechanism.

By leaving substantive decisions to the

parties, there will be less government

oversight and associated expense involved,

there will be less of an element of coercion

built into the programme, and the risk of

abuse will be reduced or eliminated.

Procedural flexibility cannot come 
at the expense of market credibility

While parties must normally be left to

determine the substantive aspects of their

restructuring transactions, public sector

involvement in the procedural elements

of the restructuring process is frequently

necessary. While sufficient procedural

flexibility must be built into a public sector

debt restructuring programme to address

the variety of situations that may arise, the

overriding concerns of predictability and

regularity (the primary goals of public sector

involvement) should not be sacrificed to

achieve case-by-case flexibility. As such,

the parties should normally be allowed to

strike their own deals in accordance with

commercially accepted restructuring

principles, but they should do so within a

relatively predictable and stable framework.

Achieving sufficient flexibility without

sacrificing predictability requires an

evaluation of two factors. First, a relatively

rigid procedural system is more necessary

when the private sector is incapable of

providing its own structure to debt restruc-

turing discussions. As such, the less

experience the private sector possesses

with debt restructuring principles, the

more rigidity should be designed into the

procedural regime. Conversely, the less the

private sector needs guidance regarding

the correct procedural approach to debt

restructuring, the more flexibility should

be built into the system.19

Second, the experience and credibility of the

individuals available to staff the public sector

debt restructuring programme should be

evaluated. If it is not possible to staff the

programme with professionals who are open

to flexibility, then abuses and inefficiencies

will result. Importantly, individual abuses

may lead to a broader breakdown of market

confidence in the restructuring programme.

However, if experienced and credible

professionals staff the programme, a

comparatively greater degree of flexibility

can be tolerated by the system without

running undue risks.

The best professional staff possible
should be retained consistent with
resource constraints

One of the primary reasons for imple-

menting a public sector restructuring

programme is to bridge cultural gaps among

the parties and to provide guidance as to

the proper conduct of debt restructuring

negotiations. There is also a frequent need

to provide sophisticated substantive advice

to the parties, even if the public sector pro-

gramme does not replace private decision-

making. The ability to fill these functions –

to serve as a constructive intermediary

and to direct the course of complex debt

restructuring negotiations – is a specialised

skill that is critical to the proper functioning

of the public sector programme.

Although these skills may command a market

premium in terms of compensation, they will

ultimately determine the success or failure of

the public sector programme by determining

its level of credibility and effectiveness.

Unless the programme staff has the requisite

training and experience in the corporate

debt restructuring field, they will be unable

to provide the necessary guidance to

participants on substantive and procedural

restructuring issues, and the programme

itself will operate in an inefficient or

misguided fashion.

As discussed above, this is essentially a

resource issue. The institutional programme

must be staffed with professionals possess-

ing sufficient skills in light of the actual

need in the market for guidance. Those

designing the debt restructuring programme

should determine their resource constraints

and secure the services of the most

capable professionals available within

those constraints. 
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It is advisable to provide the programme
with carefully defined leverage

Without the ability to impose credible

sanctions on parties which do not satisfac-

torily participate in debt restructuring

negotiations, an emerging market’s public

debt restructuring programme will become a

voluntary mechanism. This is not necessarily

an undesirable result (particularly in countries

where there is a history of government abuse

of power). However, it is important that this

be a planned outcome, calculated to achieve

maximum effect in light of the specific

circumstances of the country in question. As

indicated above, this decision will require an

analysis of the need to force the compliance

of companies and creditors, as well as the

ability of those administering the programme

to exercise their sanction power with proper

discretion and professionalism.

Financial sector restructuring cannot
come at the expense of the real sector

As discussed above, when a government asset

management unit exercises its extraordinary

powers to maximise its own bilateral recovery,

it frequently does so at the expense of other

creditors and the debtor itself. This can cause

friction that will delay the restructuring

process and, in extreme cases, prevent the

reorganisation of otherwise salvageable

companies. As such, there frequently exists a

trade-off between maximising immediate cash

recovery for government asset management

units and fostering long-term corporate and

bank recovery. 

Unless short-term liquidity is an overriding

issue, governments are better served by

encouraging broader corporate sector

recovery. There are two reasons for this.

First, by favouring corporate sector recovery,

a country’s employment base is preserved

and tax revenue is maximised. This will also

result in increased debt service capacity

as companies are restructured. Second, if a

predictable and efficient debt restructuring

system is formulated, process risk is reduced

for creditors, and the value of the govern-

ment’s distressed debt portfolio on the

secondary market will be increased. 

In order to foster corporate sector

restructuring, those recovering financial

sector recapitalisation costs must be

prepared to forgo bilateral negotiations in

favour of an inclusive process involving all

creditors. Additionally, corporate debtors in

productive industries must not be liquidated

or otherwise prevented from reorganising

because of overzealous collection efforts

from government asset management units.

Finally, such government asset management

units must be prepared to assume a

leadership role in debt restructuring

negotiations, encouraging companies and

other creditors to behave responsibly.

Conclusion

Valid reasons exist for the use of public

sector debt restructuring programmes in

emerging markets. Differences in business

and restructuring culture must be overcome,

guidance must be provided to the market,

and co-ordination must be achieved between

real and financial sector restructuring.

In order to achieve these goals, those

designing the public sector programme must

examine the specific cultural, economic and

political environment of the country in

question. To the extent possible, generally

accepted commercial restructuring principles

should be institutionalised, and the

programme should be administered with the

assistance of the most talented and

experienced professionals available. These

professionals must, as a general matter, be

provided with sufficient leverage to force the

constructive participation of companies and

their creditors. The level of government

involvement in substantive decisions, and the

level of procedural flexibility built into the

system, must be carefully analysed in light

of the quality of programme staff, as well

as the need for government involvement

and discretion.

By carefully considering the relevant country-

specific factors, by sticking to common sense

restructuring principles, and by retaining the

most talented staff possible, those designing

public sector restructuring programmes can

ensure that the pace of real sector recovery

is accelerated in emerging markets, and the

cost of such programmes is justified through

improved economic performance.

19 Within a system it may evolve that larger, more

sophisticated companies are excluded from the

programme, which will focus, instead, on less

experienced companies.
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Harmonisation of law between different

countries is generally regarded as a positive

goal. For example, in the area of commercial

law, the international business community

is usually quite supportive of such efforts.

Harmonisation can help to reduce transaction

costs and ease the entry of business into

new markets.1 Reactions to the unification

of law can, however, be more ambiguous.

This might be due to a perception that

harmonisation is a more consensus-driven

and voluntary process, while unification can

suggest a process that is imposed upon one

party by another.2

The processes of harmonisation and

unification can be viewed at different levels

and in different forms. These efforts can be

observed in international organisations such

as the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and

the World Intellectual Property Organisation

Association (WIPO), as well as in regional

unions or associations such as the European

Union (EU), El Mercado Común del Sur

(MERCOSUR), and the North American Free

Trade Agreement (NAFTA). It is also possible

to think of global entities that bring together

groups of professionals, e.g., the United

Nations Commission on International Trade

Law (UNCITRAL), the International Institute

for the Unification of Private Law

(UNIDROIT), The Hague Conference, and

the International Organisation of Securities

Commissions (IOSCO), or their regional

equivalents, such as the United Nations

Economic Commission for Europe (UN ECE)

and the Commission on European Contract

Law. One can also differentiate between:

(i) the various forms of output: reports, recom-

mendations, principles, models, treaties,

conventions, etc.; (ii) their intent: for discuss-

ion and possible further refinement or for

more immediate action; and (iii) the nature of

their implementation: voluntary or mandatory.

Perceptions and knowledge about such

processes may differ, however, in societies

in transition. This article will examine such

differences in the countries of central and

eastern Europe (CEE) and the Common-

wealth of Independent States (CIS). First,

we will set forth the structural and dynamic
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characteristics of harmonisation in this

region. Second, we will discuss and evaluate

the achievements to date. Thereafter, an

attempt will be made to consider these

developments within the wider context of

the theory and diverse practices of legal

harmonisation.

Breaking up the pattern of
Soviet harmonisation/unification

In the USSR and the CEE countries, legal

rules and regulations for decades were

imposed from the centre. In the case of the

Soviet Union, this process was orchestrated

in Moscow and extended across all fields of

law in the 15 republics. The result was a

degree of unification of legislation that was

unparalleled elsewhere in the 20th century,

at least in geographical scope and timeframe.

Given the unique political and economic

circumstances in the Soviet Union, it was

ultimately more a form of legal standard-

isation (or command) than of unification. 

After the Second World War, this process

was extended to CEE with two notable

differences. First, the countries of CEE

were subject to this centralised system for

a shorter period of time than the republics

of the Soviet Union. Second, the CEE

countries enjoyed a certain latitude in filling

in the details of various rules and regulations,

while the republics of the Soviet Union

rarely (if ever) had such an opportunity.

Nonetheless, basic decisions in CEE in the

areas of law and policy were ultimately made

in Moscow. Through the Council of Mutual

Economic Assistance (CMEA or SEV ) and

its committees, legislation was promulgated

from the Oder to Vladivostok that was

increasingly similar in substance if

not identical in form.

When the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union

broke up in the late 1980s and the early

1990s, supporters of democracy in these

countries welcomed the opportunity for these

newly independent states to introduce wide-

ranging reforms in their political, economic,

and legal systems. By doing so, they could

break the template of the single Soviet mould

for law and society. The emotion driving

this reaction was obvious, even if its sources

were varied. There was also, however, a logic

that accompanied the emotion: (i) much of

the existing legislative fabric was outdated;

(ii) more significantly, this legislation was

in its entirety appropriate only for an

administrative-command economic (and

single-party political) system.

The only significant exception in the former

Soviet Union was found in the 1991 Basic

Foundations (Osnovy) of Civil Legislation

(BFCL). The BFCL was the federal frame-

work into which a new generation of civil

codes for each republic was supposed to fit.

Because of the changes that had already

taken place in the Soviet Union in the earlier

years of perestroika, the 1991 BFCL managed

to reflect a greater balance between private

and public law regulation of the economy –

between principles of a market-type and an

administrative-command economy – than at

any time since the 1922 Russian Civil Code.

However, despite the 30-year gap between

the 1991 BFCL and its 1961 predecessor,

the former was still grounded on the same

basis of centralisation and unification/

standardisation as had been the case with

the latter.3 Nevertheless, two of the largest

newly independent states of the CIS – Russia

and Kazakhstan – quickly grasped how the

BFCL might be used in the new post-Soviet

era, even though the Osnovy dated from

the old Soviet times. These two countries

formally proclaimed the BFCL to be in force

on their territories until new legislation could

be adopted to replace them. The principle

presumably was: “Something, even if

imperfect, is better than nothing.”

Russia and Kazakhstan, notably, were the

first two states of the CIS to adopt new civil

codes in support of the transition to market-

type economies and democratic political

systems. This is more than mere coincidence.

The fact that the 1991 BFCL was a part of

the formal legislative picture in Russia and

Kazakhstan at this critical juncture in their

transition process played a major role in the

adoption of new civil codes in these countries

beginning in 1994. 

The Baltic states and most of the CEE

countries had an even easier task in charting

their post-Soviet law reform – at least in the

private law arena – than that experienced

by Russia and Kazakhstan or the other CIS

countries. The Baltic states and the CEE

countries could, for example, fall back upon

more recent traditions of market-type civil

codes. The remaining ten newly independent

CIS countries did not enjoy such an advan-

tage; correspondingly, for many of these

newly independent states, enacting new civil

codes has been a much lengthier process.4

1 For example, Ole Lando, in a guest editorial

entitled “European Contract Law after the Year

2000”, 35 Common Market Law Review, p.821-

831 (1998), characterised the variety of contract

law in Europe as a “non-tariff barrier to trade ...

[and because of the EU’s aims] ... the

differences of law which restrict this trade

should be abolished”.

2 Professor Lando reminds us that while a majority

of the European legal community opposes the

unification of a portion – let alone the entirety –

of European private law (contract law),

nevertheless “more and more lawyers have

realised that European contract law should be

harmonised or unified”. Ibid., p.828-829. See

also an article by the Secretary General of

UNIDROIT, Malcom Evans, “Uniform Law: A Bridge

Too Far?”, 3 Tulane J. Intl. & Comp. Law 1995

(Spring), p.145 ff.

3 Given the period in which it was adopted, the

1961 BFCL obviously did not display any

elements of a balance between market-type

and administrative-command economies. The

1961 BFCL and the ensuing civil codes for the

republics of the Soviet Union were designed,

first and foremost, to support and to serve the

administrative-command economic and single-

party political systems. 

4 For example, although a draft Civil Code had been

in existence in Ukraine since 1996, the Ukrainian

Parliament (Rada) has thus far been unable to

adopt a final version of a new code. Texts of most

of the new civil codes in the CIS countries can be

found in Russian and English at the web site of

GTZ (German Technical Cooperation Agency):

www.gtz.de/lexinfosys/.
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In the CIS, circumstances and events have

favoured those who believed that there had

been too much forced harmonisation and

unification (standardisation) of law. These

observers argued that the Soviet style of

harmonisation and unification was anything

but a positive process since it had supported

an administrative-command economy and

non-democratic political principles. If not

“a thousand flowers, then at least scores

of new rules and regulations were to bloom”

throughout the CIS countries in the

immediate post-Soviet era. In this

environment, the emerging legal reform

process was relatively more difficult in

the CIS than it was in the CEE countries. 

This was not only a function of the greater

institutional memory of democratic

institutions and market principles reflected

in the civil codes of the CEE and the Baltic

states. Other factors making the first steps

of law reform relatively straightforward

compared with developments in the CIS

included: (i) its geographic location vis-à-vis

western Europe; and (ii) the strategic

importance of several (if not all) of the CEE

and Baltic states to the EU, NATO, and

the United States. This meant, for example,

that the CEE countries and the EU found

themselves almost at once on a similar

wavelength when it came to considering

an association between West and East. One

can argue that these circumstances resulted

in internal and external pressures for the

CEE states – through the vehicle of

harmonisation to quickly begin bridging

the gap caused by decades of political and

economic differences, which had separated

them from legal (and other) developments

in the West.

Dynamics of harmonisation
in the CIS

Unlike most of the CEE countries and Baltic

states, none of the CIS countries were subject

to any external pressure to harmonise their

legislation. First, the CIS states were

geographically (as well as economically

and culturally) more removed from western

Europe. Second, while there were strong

voices in the West in favour of enlarging

NATO and the EU to include several CEE

and Baltic states, an opposite reaction was

observed as regards the CIS. The message

that emanated from Washington and Brussels

initially came across as one in favour of

keeping the CIS at a safe distance from

Europe and NATO.

Furthermore, there was also an internal

dimension to this phenomenon. The forces

of independence and sovereignty in most

of the CIS countries were pushing them

farther and farther from considering, let alone

realising, the possibilities of harmonising

their legislation. In short, there were both

external as well as internal pressures upon

the CIS countries to develop new legislation

to support market-type economies and

democratic institutions purely on a

national basis.

The external pressure to pull the CEE

countries into western Europe and to keep

the CIS countries at a distance seemed to

some observers to be strengthened (expressly

or implicitly) by the provision of aid to the

transition countries in the early to mid-

1990s. At this time, the EU’s PHARE

programme was beginning to assist CEE and

the Baltic states in harmonisation. Initially,

this meant identifying the issues that would

arise in efforts to harmonise their legislation

with that of the EU. Thereafter, as the

negotiations for entry into the EU proceeded

and the identity of the first (and subsequent)

tranche states became clear, this assistance

was intensified so as to focus on what has

become known as the “approximation” of

legislation of applicant states to that of

the EU.5

Pressures against harmonisation –
external 

Matters were distinctly different with regard

to the CIS countries. The efforts of some

foreign providers to assist these countries

in their transition process generated a

different sort of pressure. These foreign

providers appeared to be pushing the CIS

countries in the direction mentioned above,

i.e., to ignore harmonisation and instead

concentrate only on developing new (or

amending existing) domestic legislation, with

little if any reference to what was happening

elsewhere in the region. 

This outside pressure to avoid harmonisation

within the CIS was much subtler than that

which supported harmonisation within the

CEE and the Baltic states. There, the push

towards harmonisation was clearly visible

in the various declarations and agreements

between the EU and several CEE and Baltic

states, such as Poland, the Czech Republic,

Hungary, and Estonia. A different message

for the CIS states was expressed by “foreign

experts”, who recommended that lawmakers

and policy makers in the non-Russian

countries of the CIS should avoid emulating

practices in Moscow. 

Many foreign experts in law and policy

maintained that if harmonisation became

a topic for discussion in the CIS in the near

future, the results would once again be

centred on Moscow. This would clearly

threaten the imposition of Russian law and

policy upon the newly independent states.

From harmonisation, it would be one small

step towards the unification of law and policy,

and thereafter to a return to (a form of)

political union. Therefore, many foreign

advisors were perceived to be telling the

CIS states to focus only on developing their

own law and policy and to eschew any

consideration of harmonisation.6

The qualitative difference, for example,

between the 1991 and the 1961 BFCL –

as well as the reasons behind possible

harmonisation of laws among the CIS states –

seemed to be lost on most of those involved

in generating this outside pressure against

harmonisation. One reason for a move towards

harmonisation might be simple force of habit.

The 1961 BFCL had been taken over in the
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Soviet republics because of a Ukaz from

Moscow. The 1991 BFCL might not require

a Ukaz to be implemented in the CIS

countries if there were momentum for

harmonisation, and especially if there were

no workable alternatives to “guidance”

from Moscow. Another reason might be

the mischievous designs of Moscow. Here,

the assumption was that any harmonisation

of legislation among CIS countries would

enable Moscow to use its lawyers and

academics to bring the newly independent

states as quickly as possible back into

Russia’s sphere of influence. In either case,

those who followed this line of thinking

seemed to assume that Moscow would be

in a better position through harmonisation

in the transition era to impose its economic,

political, and social view of the post-

perestroika world on its old allies in the

Soviet fraternity than if harmonisation

were taken away from Russia as a trick

of the trade.

The question, however, was not whether one

should focus only on harmonisation to the

exclusion of reforming domestic legislation.

Clearly, attention needed to be paid to

domestic legislative reform; harmonisation

offers few (if any) advantages where the

domestic framework is incapable of

assimilating the benefits of harmonisation.

On the other hand, it was extremely

shortsighted to focus only on reforming

national legislation in the CIS to the

exclusion of considering the benefits of

at least a degree of harmonisation.

Pressures for harmonisation – internal

Fortunately, for those who were of the opinion

that harmonisation – where practicable and

within reason – was a worthy goal even (and

perhaps especially) in the CIS, these external

pressures against harmonisation began to be

subjected to opposing forces. Already in

1992, it was possible to begin to observe the

generation of internal pressures that would

soon lead to opening up the harmonisation

discussion among the CIS states. 

This internal pressure was first seen in

the formation of the CIS. As Professor

Feldbrugge has written, “[O]ne could argue

... that on a strict constitutional basis, the CIS

was founded on 21 December 1991 ... [on the

same day] that the USSR ceased to exist.”7

The developments that followed – by chance

or by design – increasingly pushed the CIS

countries towards harmonising their laws

within the framework of the CIS. On 27

March 1992 representatives from a number

of parliaments of the CIS countries signed

an accord on the formation of the CIS Inter-

Parliamentary Assembly (IPA). By autumn

1992, the then-CIS Assembly Council

chairperson, Ruslan Khasbulatov, issued

a statement entitled “Basic Guidelines for

Rapprochement between Legislation of

CIS Members States”.8 This text spoke of

the need to provide legal support for a

“common economic space” in the CIS and,

in particular, for a rapprochement between

the national legislations of CIS countries.

This would be in areas such as “the

movement of goods and financial resources

between states, ... the movement of the work

force, … foreign economic activity, …

ecological security” and intellectual property.

It was unclear at that time to what degree

those involved were actually of a like mind

as to the design of a common economic space.

This issue is as complex (if not more so than)

as it has been in the EU. However, by late

1992, it was already acknowledged that

attention needed to be paid at least to pre-

venting a further disintegration of economic

ties and relationships among the countries of

the CIS.9 The existing literature is unfortun-

ately insufficient to address issues such as:

(i) whether the consultative efforts and the

various instruments of the CIS and the IPA

have had any significant impact in halting

the decline in investment and trade relations

among the CIS countries; (ii) whether the

leaders of the CIS countries have developed

their views on a design of a common

economic space; and (iii) the potential

benefits and costs (both political as well as

economic) of a common economic space. 

On the other hand, while circumstances

have not (yet) made it possible for the CIS

countries to agree on the substance and

specific form of an economic union, a body

of opinion began to develop in 1992 that

some harmonisation of legislation – especially

in economic and commercial law – was

preferable to working exclusively on national

law reform in each of the CIS countries.

If the first step in the harmonisation process

(after the formation of the CIS) had been the

5 For example, Article 68 of the 1993 Europe

Agreement with Poland speaks of the

approximation – or narrowing – of Poland’s

existing and future legislation to that of the EU.

O.J. L 348/1. While this was framed as a “best

efforts” obligation, Article 63 (3) called for the

implementation of necessary rules on competition

policy within three years. An Association Council

was also formed to represent the EU and Poland

to secure harmonisation of competition policy

measures. Language on similar broad duties can

also be found, for example, in the Agreements

with Hungary (1993) and the Czech Republic

(1994), O.J. L 347/2 and O.J. L 360/2

respectively.

6 The pressures against harmonisation are subtle,

grounded more in perceptions than in published

documents. This is based in part on the personal

experience of the author and others. It should be

noted here that the several Partnership and

Cooperation Agreements concluded between the

EU and, e.g., Kazakhstan (1995), Kyrgyzstan

(1995), Moldova (1994), Russia (1994 as

amended in 1997), and Ukraine (1994) contain

references to the “approximation of legislation”.

These references, however, are to the approxi-

mation of existing and future domestic legislation

of these states individually to that of the EU as a

whole. There is no reference to the harmonisation

of legislation among the CIS countries as part

of such an approximation effort.

7 F.J.M. Feldbrugge, “Russia and the CIS. The

Genesis of a Crisis of Legal Identity”, in Brynjulf

Risnes, ed. The Legal Foundation of the New

Russia, pp.7-25 (Norwegian Institute of Foreign

Affairs, 1998).

8 See “Document on Aligning Legislation in CIS

States”, Rossiiskaia Gazeta 19 (September

1992), reproduced in translation in Z. Brzezinski

and P. Sullivan, eds., Russia and the Common-

wealth of Independent States: Documents, Data,

Analysis, p.431 (Armonk, New York/London 1997).

9 “Participants Cited on Petersburg Inter

Parliamentary Assembly”, Rossiiskie Vesti

(31 December 1992), reproduced in Brzezinski,

op. cit. p.432.
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recognition of the value of rapprochement

among the economic legislation of the CIS

countries, the next step was taken in

February 1994, when a session of the CIS

parliamentary heads in St. Petersburg was

convened. One area of discussion concerned

the desirability and feasibility of at least

a degree of harmonisation among the CIS

countries. Shortly thereafter, the groundwork

was laid for work on CIS model legislation.

In April of the same year, the Council

of the Heads of Government of the CIS

established a CIS Scientific-Consultative

Centre for Private Law (SCCPL) and

appointed Professor A.L. Makovskii

as the chairperson of the Centre’s board.

The internal pressure for harmonisation in

the CIS appears to have at least two levels: a

higher and a lower one. The lower (and more

modest) level was represented by statements

supporting the removal of “unnecessary

barriers hampering the development of

market economies”.10 The higher (and more

extravagant) level was seen in statements in

favour of combining “the national economies

of the Commonwealth member states”.11 The

dividing line between these two levels has

not always been easy to distinguish, however.

One example of this difficulty (if not

confusion) is to be seen in an address to

the IPA’s Council in late 1994 by its then-

Chairperson, Vladimir Shumeiko. He spoke

of shaping a common economic space

(higher pressure level) and of a CIS Model

Civil Code (lower pressure level). Yet he did

so without indicating, for example, the degree

to which efforts at these two levels must

proceed in tandem or, alternatively, could

proceed on independent paths.12

The model legislation – typified by the 1994

CIS Model Civil Code (First Part) – that has

been prepared by the working group of the

SCCPL13 and approved by the IPA since that

time is, on balance, a positive development

in establishing a viable harmonisation

process in the CIS. Although it is at the

lower pressure level, this may be the best

compromise between the absence of a

harmonisation process on the one hand and

an overly pressurised atmosphere on the

other. This model legislation is, in particular,

a significant step towards preventing a

further disintegration of economic ties among

the CIS countries by removing at least one of

the barriers hampering the development of

market-type economies in the CIS countries:

the presence of a variety of (confusing

and contradictory) civil and commercial

legislation. However, the model legislative

process has been primarily economic and

commercial in nature; it does not appear

to be intended (at least at present) as a

vehicle for combining the national economies

of the CIS countries, nor is it sufficient

in and of itself to support such a wide-

ranging process.14

In working on a Model Civil Code, the

drafters were confronted with a choice

between two options: (i) a voluminous code

containing virtually all provisions on basic

civil law institutions including bankruptcy,

legal persons, etc.; or (ii) a less detailed code

containing basic rules and regulations.

These provisions from option (ii) would be

supplemented by separate legislative acts

in discrete areas of law (i.e., bankruptcy,

legal persons, pledge (zalog), securities/

capital markets, labour, etc.). The second

option was ultimately chosen as the most

appropriate one. This has made it possible

for the drafters to complete a more compact

Model Civil Code earlier than would have

been the case with the first option outlined

above. It has also accorded them a degree

of flexibility to expand upon the basic

provisions of certain civil law institutions

in more detailed, supplementary model

legislation.15

Because of the choice of the second option,

the harmonisation process in the CIS did not

come to an end with a final draft of the first

(general) part of the Model Civil Code

prepared by the SCCPL and approved

thereafter by the IPA in October 1994. After

elaborating the second (specific) and third

(intellectual property, inheritance, and private

international law) parts of the Model Code in

June 1995 and February 1996 respectively,

the IPA has, in the field of private law,

subsequently approved: 

■ a Model Law on Limited Liability

Companies (OOO) in October 1996; and 

■ a Model Law on Bankruptcy on

December 1997.16

The approach to harmonisation:
a model rather than a must

The concerns of observers from the CIS and

abroad who feared that the beginning of a

harmonisation process in the CIS would lead

to its domination by Moscow have been

alleviated by the efforts to date under the

aegis of the SCCPL. First, the SCCPL

decided that – given the past history of

unified/standardised/command legislation

from the Soviet era and the various internal

and external pressures within and upon the

CIS – this process should recommend

legislative acts only. These acts would be

approved by the IPA and thereafter be

recommended by the IPA to the parliaments

of the CIS countries for consideration in their

domestic law reform movements.

Second, the SCCPL also acknowledged that

harmonisation could not take place in a

closed environment such as that in which

unification of law had previously been

implemented in the Soviet Union. This had

already been taken into account, at least

indirectly, by the Soviet Union’s ratification

of the 1980 Vienna Convention on the

International Sales of Goods. 

In recognition of this as well as of other

considerations, the harmonisation process

in the CIS has not only taken account of the

recent reforms in various CIS countries, but

has also considered developments in other

areas on a comparative basis: national,

regional and world-wide in scope. To

facilitate this open environment and

encourage reflection upon harmonisation

matters in a truly comparative context, the

SCCPL has early on in this process sought
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the advice of foreign specialists in the field

of civil and comparative law. This has led,

first, to ongoing cooperation with the

Netherlands. There are at least three reasons

for this phenomenon: (i) evolution over the

last five decades of a new Dutch Civil Code;17

(ii) the decision by the Dutch Code’s

authors to “harmonise” principles of civil

and commercial law in one code and not

to consider drafting a separate commercial

code; and (iii) the close contacts between CIS

legal scholars, members of the judiciary and

practising lawyers with Leiden University’s

Institute of East European Law and Russian

Studies.18 Through the Leiden Institute and

the Dutch Centre for International Legal

cooperation, this arrangement with the

SCCPL has involved Professor F.J.M.

Feldbrugge (until 1998, head of the Leiden

Institute), Justice W. Snijders (the then Vice-

President of the Dutch Supreme Court), and

of the author of this article, Professor William

B. Simons. Several other Dutch academics,

government officials, and practitioners have

also participated from time to time in this

cooperative effort.19

In addition, the SCCPL soon expanded

this collaborative effort to include what has

become an additional source of ongoing

advice and expertise from Professor Rolf

Knieper of Bremen University and –

through Professor Knieper and the German

Government’s GTZ agency – other German

practitioners and legal scholars. Further-

more, several other North American

institutions have also assisted the SCCPL

upon occasions such as IRIS (University of

Maryland) and ARD-Checchi, as has McGill

University in Montreal.20 In particular, this

assistance has brought CIS lawyers in close

contact with, among others, Professors

Robert Summers (Cornell), James White

(University of Michigan), Peter Maggs

(University of Illinois), and H. Patrick

Glenn (McGill).

None of the foreign experts, however, have

ever been asked by the SCCPL to draft

complete texts for the SCCPL, nor have

these experts insisted that their personal

or national viewpoints be adopted in toto

by the SCCPL as a condition of their

(further) participation or national funding.

This is rightly so for at least two reasons:

(i) from the outset, the SCCPL has

brought together senior and up-and-coming

junior legal scholars – as well as members

of the judiciary, other government officials,

and practitioners – from all of the CIS

countries;21 and (ii) foreign law – even that

which is as contemporary and comparative

in its vision as the Dutch Civil Code, for

example – cannot simply be transplanted

without the proper filter to enable it to

be adequately received by another country.

The sessions convened by the SCCPL, in

part, have provided this type of a filter.

Members of the drafting teams have been

able to enter into periodic discussions with

foreign experts. Furthermore, an important

aspect of this cooperation has been the

continued involvement of a core group of

foreign experts. These discussions – based

on draft texts of model legislation and

questions drawn up by participants from

various CIS countries – have ranged from

broad issues of law and policy to a

narrower focus on various civil law

institutions as well as on judicial practice.

Spin-offs from this approach

The receptiveness of the SCCPL working

group to foreign comments and advice and

the start of the process itself and the decision

to issue only recommended legislation have

been significant for harmonisation. However,

two other activities are noteworthy, in part

because they are spin-offs of this harmon-

isation process.

First is the involvement of a number

of young CIS lawyers, who have made

valuable contributions to this effort.

They have assisted both in conceptualising

problems and possible solutions and have

also shouldered an important part of the

tasks of technical drafting, compilation

and cross-referencing. Some of these

10 Gennadii Talalaev, “Shumeiko Says CIS

Strengthened”, ITAR-TASS (8 February 1994),

reproduced in Brzezinski, op. cit., p.434.

11 Ibid.

12 Liudmila Ermakova, “Shumeiko Says Democratic

Reform Depends on Integration”, ITAR-TASS

(29 October 1994), reproduced in Brzezinski,

op. cit., pp.434-435.

13 Professor Makovskii is also head of this

working group.

14 The IPA has also from time to time approved

model legislation in other branches of law,

e.g., Model Criminal and Criminal Procedures

Codes. We will, however, limit the present

overview to the civil and economic legislation

that has been (and is being) developed under

the auspices of the SCCPL.

15 A third theoretically possible option for drafting a

separate model commercial (or economic) code,

as in France and Germany, was rejected by the

SCCPL in the early days of its work on model

legislation, although this dual approach has had

some vocal proponents in national discussions,

especially in Ukraine and Russia. 

16 These have been published in Russian in

publications of the IPA such as its Informatsionnyi

Biulleten.

17 For an overview of the development of the Dutch

Civil Code, see the introduction by Arthur

Hartkamp in a partial translation of the Dutch

Code in New Netherlands Civil Code: Patrimonial

Law, translated by P.P.C. Haanappel & E. Mackaay

(Deventer/Boston 1990). For a comparative

perspective, see D. Tallon, “The New Dutch Civil

Code in a Comparative Perspective: A French

View-Point”, European Review of Private Law,

pp.189-199 (1993). A useful bibliography of

published scholarly and legislative materials in

translation (primarily in English but also to a

lesser degree in German) on various branches of

Dutch law has been issued by Leiden University’s

E.M. Meijers Institute for Legal Studies under

the title Provisional Bibliography of Dutch Law

in Translation (Leiden 1998). Professor Meijers

was the Leiden Law Professor who had originally

headed the drafting team for a new Dutch

Civil Code.

18 By the time work had commenced in earnest on

the Model Civil Code, the Netherlands had already

been cooperating with the drafting teams of

Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine and Belarus.

19 The Dutch involvement has been provided to date

through the facilities of Leiden University and the

Netherlands Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Justice,

and Social Affairs.

20 This involvement has been funded largely through

the US Government’s USAID programme and the

Canadian Government.

21 Academician S.S. Alekseev spoke forcefully in

favour of the model legislative process at the

1994 St. Petersburg conference. Senior CIS

lawyers who have been closely involved in these

sessions – in addition to Professor Makovskii –
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young lawyers – as well as graduate and

undergraduate students studying with

several of the CIS academics involved

in this process – have also taken part in

continuous research and teaching efforts

both at their home institutions as well

as at Dutch, German and Canadian

universities. Second is the publication

of materials devoted to the model process,

not only in Russian (the working language

of the model law drafting groups), but

also in national languages of many of

the CIS countries as well as in English

and German.22

Harmonisation continues

The model legislative acts mentioned above

do not represent the entirety of the efforts

of the SCCPL to modernise the legislative

framework, through harmonisation, in order

to further strengthen the foundations of

market-type economies and the rule of law

in the CIS countries. First, the work that has

already begun on model labour legislation,

is intended to provide a stimulus for the

modernisation through harmonisation of

an area of law and policy that, in most

CIS countries, is still formally governed by

Soviet-era legislation. Second, substantial

progress has been made on a Model Law on

Joint Stock Companies (AO).23 Third, a draft

has also been prepared of a Model Law

on the Pledge of Immovable Property

(Hypothecation). All of these recommended

legislative acts have added further detail

to the provisions of the Model Civil Code. 

The model legislation mentioned above –

the Model Civil Code and legislation on

companies, bankruptcy, pledge, and labour –

falls within one of the two broad sectors into

which civil law systems have traditionally

been divided: private law and public law.

There are, however, other areas of law

reform in the CIS countries that require

modernisation and could benefit from a

degree of harmonisation, so as to prevent

a further disintegration of regional economic

ties. Some of these areas, however, begin to

transcend the traditional boundaries between

private and public law. One good example

is that of legislation dealing with capital

markets and securities. Several working

sessions of the SCCPL have already been

held in Kiev, Tashkent, Leiden and Bremen

where work has begun on harmonisation

in this important area of law and policy.24

The process reconsidered

The description of the above developments

allows us to make a number of preliminary

conclusions and to discuss implications

involving policy as well as harmonisation

theory.

The need for speed, limited resources,
and common legal culture

The significance of the CIS harmonisation

effort to date is further underscored when

three additional aspects of this process are

considered: (i) speed, (ii) resources, and

(iii) the make-up of the CIS drafting teams. 

The issue of the speed of legal and economic

reforms in the CIS countries has been quite

visible. With regard to the model legislative

process, the debates may not have been as

sharp as those concerning privatisation and

stabilisation, but the issue has remained

important nevertheless. The Netherlands,

for example, has taken more than 50 years

to draft its new Civil Code.25 Yet the CIS

Model Code needed to do more than simply

compress its own evolution; it also had

to extend across a wide gulf between an

established administrative-command

economy and single-party political system

on the one hand, and emerging market-type

and democracy-oriented economic and

political systems on the other. 

It could logically be argued, therefore, that

the drafters of national legislation in the CIS

countries would need at least as much (if not

more) time than other countries to draft

domestic civil (and other) codes, let alone

grapple with issues of harmonisation. Yet the

very absence of well-drafted legislation –

embodying key principles of a market-type

economy and the rule of law – meant that

there was a pressing need to promulgate new

legislation without delay, certainly at the

national level. 

However, focusing on new legislation

exclusively at the national level would not

only miss the benefits of harmonisation, it

would also stretch existing resources possibly

to breaking point. It would be precisely at

such a breaking point – where speed is

essential and yet where there is no real

opportunity to engage in a harmonisation

of law process – that national drafters might

be tempted to begin copying new Russian

legislation, even without any mischievous

designs from Moscow. Working in parallel –

both on new domestic legislation as well as

on model legislation – could offer a welcome

pooling of resources (human and financial).

There are at present, after all, only a limited

number of CIS lawyers who have the interest

and ability to frame new civil legislation.

A third factor that has supported the

harmonisation process is the common

educational and professional experience of

virtually all of the senior CIS drafters. They

had interacted as scholars if not also as law

students. Equally significant was the fact that

most of the senior draftspersons had worked

together in drafting the 1961 and the 1991

Osnovy. They are, in short, members of a

legal community that shares a common legal

culture.26 However, in the early years of the

transition, many of these contacts were

severed. The model process has since the

mid-1990s brought most of these senior legal

scholars together once again in a personal

and professional atmosphere, which they

find familiar and productive rather than

confrontational. The major difference here

has been that the goal is no longer one of

imposing standard legislation from a single

centre of power and influence.

As has been the case with foreign experts,

a core of CIS senior and junior lawyers
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recruited through the SCCPL has provided

some continuity in terms of the participants

in the model process. This may seem an

obvious element of good legislative drafting.

However, all too often the national drafting

teams in the domestic law (and other) reform

efforts of CIS countries have been shuffled

like so many decks of cards, with little

regard for the negative impact that this has

on clarity of law and policy. Having a stable

core of experienced senior draftspersons

and eager, well-educated junior lawyers is

a distinct benefit to help ensure that basic

policies will be clearly and consistently

reflected in draft model legislation. 

In addition to having a stable core of partici-

pants, the working groups are supplemented

from time to time by specialists (domestic

and/or foreign), depending on the specific

issues being dealt with at a model drafting

session. However, the draftspersons to date

have not represented the narrow interests

of only one political party, interest group,

or government agency.27 Their goal has been

to draft the best possible text by setting forth

rules that are most appropriate to support

the harmonisation process. In doing so, they

have been mindful of the need to produce

a workable draft in years rather than in

decades, as well as to maintain a balance

between foreign experience and insight and

the specific considerations of domestic

economic, political, and legal issues. 

The results and the future 

Much has already been done to reap the

benefits of harmonisation in the CIS, by means

of model legislation that allows CIS countries

to continue to take account of the specific

needs (spetsifika) of their national policies of

economic, political, and legal reforms. This

process has taken shape on a professional

level (among experts from the CIS and abroad

in the areas of private law and in the future,

together with lawyers from the public law

field), as well as on an institutional level

(the SPPCL, the IPA, foreign governments

and academic institutions). 

For the leaders of some CIS countries,

the creation of a common economic space

in the CIS – oriented first towards west

European legal and economic models – is

still an important goal for the future.28 The

attainment of this goal, however, continues to

be subject to evolving internal and external

political and economic factors that may be

even more complex than in the early 1990s.

Nevertheless, the model legislative process

represents a positive outcome of the CIS

harmonisation efforts. First, time and effort

have been conserved. Second, foreign advice

has been considered openly by the SCCPL

working groups and has been afforded on a

near-continuous basis by a stable core of

foreign (and domestic) experts. Third, the

model legislation has allowed the CIS

countries to begin realising the harmonisation

of basic rules of private and – to a limited

degree over the past year – public law. 

The civil codes of some CIS countries –

such as Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,

Kyrgyzstan, the Russian Federation,

Uzbekistan, and to a lesser degree,

Turkmenistan – already reflect a degree of

harmony that is consistent with the Model

Code; other CIS countries, such as Georgia,

have put primary emphasis on domestic

approaches. Yet in both cases, this process

has enabled national drafting teams to

rethink and – where they deem it appropriate

– to refine broad principles as well as

detailed rules contained in domestic

legislation.29 There have been no claims

that this model legislation has been “forced

down the throats of unwilling ... states”.30

Although no detailed agenda has been

formally adopted by the IPA or the SCCPL

for future efforts in the field of model CIS

legislation, ideas have been put forward

to consider work in the fields of: 

■ corporate governance; 

■ civil procedure; 

■ administrative law and procedure; 

■ environmental law and policy; and

■ economic crimes.

include: Professor V.R. Nazarian (Armenia),

Professor Iu.A. Mekhtiev (Azerbaijan), Professor

V.F. Chigir and Supreme Court Vice-President

I.A. Mironichenko (Belarus), Professors G.Z.

Intskirveli and the late S. Dzhorbenadze, as well

as Supreme Court Chief Justice L. Chanturia

(Georgia), Professor Iu.G. Basin and Correspond-

ing Member of the Academy of Sciences Professor

M.K. Suleimenov (Kazakhstan), V.I. Peremienko

and Professor V.K. Volchinskii (Moldova), Minister

of Justice N.N. Beishenalieva (Kyrgyzstan) and

L.V. Gutnichenko (the former Kyrgyz Minister

of Justice), Professors M.I. Braginskii,

V.A. Dozortsev, E.A. Sukhanov, the late

S.A. Khokhlov, and Supreme Arbitration Court

Justice V.V. Vitrianskii (Russia), Professor

O. Usmanov (Tajikistan), Sh. Akhmedov

(Ministry of Justice of Turkmenistan), Correspond-

ing Member of the Academy of Sciences Professor

Kh.-A. Rakhmankulov and Sh.M. As’ianov

(Uzbekistan), and Professors N.S. Kuznetsova,

A.S. Dovgert, and Ia.N. Shevchenko (Ukraine).

22 A special issue of the Leiden Institute’s quarterly

Review of Central and East European Law, edited

by Ms. Sarah J. Reynolds and Professor William

B. Simons, will appear in the first quarter of this

year. It is devoted to the CIS Model Law on

Bankruptcy and will contain a translation of the

CIS Model Law, as well as scholarly articles by

foreign and CIS (senior and junior) specialists.

A similar publication is planned for the current

work on CIS model securities legislation. 

GTZ has also recently issued a set of bilingual

(Russian/German-language) volumes on general

issues of CIS law reform: M.M. Boguslavskii &

Rolf Knieper, eds., Put’ k novomu pravu/Wege

zu neuem Recht (Berlin 1998). 

Interest in the current harmonisation process in

the CIS has also resulted in renewed attention to

the writings of pre-revolutionary Russian civil law

scholars that are partly devoted to comparative

law issues. Several classics that were out of print

in Soviet times are being reissued by the Moscow

State University Faculty of Law’s Civil Law Depart-

ment in a series entitled Klassika Rossiiskoi

Tsivilistiki (the Classics of Russian Civil Law) – e.g.,

I.A. Pokrovskii, Osnovy Problemy Grazhdanskogo

Prava (the Basic Problems of Civil Law), reprinted

in Moscow (1998), with an introductory article by

Professor A.L. Makovskii of the SCCPL.

23 The efforts of the SCCPL in harmonising company

law have proceeded, in part, in tandem with the

OECD’s work in issuing a set of general principles

of company law for the CIS (and other transition

economies). See “General Principles of Company

Law in Transition Economies”, Private Sector

Development Journal, Supplement No.1 (1998;

Russian/English).

24 The major portion of this effort is being financed

by the EBRD as well as by the Dutch and German

Governments. The EBRD has been instrumental

in the development of a Model Law on Secured

Transactions. See the article by Loukas

A. Mistelis, “The EBRD Model Law on Secured

Transactions and its Impact on Collateral Law
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These areas of law affect not only commerce

and trade, which were the focus of the 1992

resolution to halt further inter-CIS economic

disintegration. The impact upon the societies

of the CIS countries of the modernisation

of law and policies in the fields of civil

procedure, administrative law, environmental

law, and economic crimes is certainly equal

to (and may arguably even exceed) that of a

model civil code and the supplementary civil

legislation mentioned above. Harmonisation

through the CIS model legislative process

in these areas will, we believe, represent an

important step in helping to promote further

the reforms of law and policy in the region.

Additional improvements in corporate law

and efforts towards achieving a cleaner

environment, fairer and more efficient access

to the judicial system, greater involvement

of both citizens and legal persons in admini-

strative decision-making and enforcement,

and effective interdiction of illicit economic

activity are goals that should be supported,

regardless of one’s views on the desirability

or the feasibility of creating a common

economic space among the CIS countries.

Efforts to replicate the work done to date

on civil legislation in the areas mentioned

above will not be an easy undertaking.

Nevertheless, work in these and similar

areas can help not only to further stabilise

economic and commercial relations among

CIS countries but also to strengthen the

fabric of society in the difficult transition

that still faces this region. Where attention

continues to be paid to harmonisation of law

in the future, combined with legal reform

efforts on the domestic fronts, the CIS

countries will be able to develop national

law and policies as they see fit. They will

be able to avoid the standardisation of the

past and yet can continue to benefit from the

harmonisation – if not yet of unification –

of legislation, seen in recent years, in both

Europe and elsewhere.

Reform in Central and Eastern Europe and the

Former Soviet Union”, The Parker School Journal

on East European Law (forthcoming).

25 The Commission of European Contract Law has

been working since 1982 to establish “Principles

of European Contract Law”. See Lando, op. cit.

26 Lando has remarked upon the similar legal values

of the European brotherhood of lawyers in his

article on the Europeanisation of contract law

(op.cit., p.828), and has concluded that this

would facilitate the creation of a European Code

of Obligations.

27 A similar comment regarding the make-up of the

Commission of European Contract Law has been

made by Ole Lando in his 1998 article on the

Europeanisation of contract law, op. cit., p.826.

28 The December 1999 Treaty between the Russian

Federation and Belarus (on establishing a union

state) speaks of “a single economic space and

the legal bases [osnovy] of a common market

providing for the free flow of goods, services,

capital, and labour …” and of “the harmonisation

and unification of legislation”.

29 This is most noticeable in more detailed

legislation, such as that governing companies,

bankruptcy, etc.

30 This quotation is from an introductory article

by the Dutch legal scholar Ewoud Hondius in

a volume that he co-edited entitled Towards a

European Civil Code, an expanded second edition,

p.12 (Nijmegen/The Hague/London/Boston

1998). It refers to discussions about the

possibility of codifying European private law

under the EU’s third pillar and paraphrasing the

conclusions from a 1997 conference on this

subject organised by the Dutch Government.
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The model legislation process is not perfect; several areas

can benefit from further thought and possible research. These

include: (i) variations on the harmonisation theme; (ii) the role

of the judiciary and, in particular, of judicial decisions; and

(iii) the involvement of a wider circle of interested persons

and groups in the model process itself.

Harmonisation has been described here as if it were but a

singular process with little (if any) variation. In fact, it is often

described in the literature as an instrument with various

timbres. Professor Piet Jan Slot, in writing on the harmonisation

effort within the EU, has for example distinguished between

different harmonisation methods, such as: (i) total, (ii)

optional, (iii) partial, and (iv) alternative.1 Andrew Evans,

in his article on voluntary harmonisation, also writes of “old”

and “new” harmonisation styles.2 Professor Lando speaks of

“fragmentary” harmonisation in regard to the “Europeanisation”

of contract law.3

Speaking of quality, Professor Lando characterises the EU

contract law as not particularly well co-ordinated, and was

equally negative about the choice of law rules of the 1980 Rome

Convention4 as a poor tool of legal integration.5 Perhaps this is

why he has warned those interested in a drawing together of

contract law in the EU that “the majority of law professors,

judges and practising lawyers in Europe ... oppose the idea

of unification.”6

Harmonisation can be separated more finely into process

and results. Professor Gianmaria Ajani has argued that further

research is needed into the implementation of borrowed

legislation in the countries of CEE and the CIS and the role

“of the legal professions in the application of new solutions”.7

This brings us to our second consideration: the role of the

judiciary. The Model Code might seem to a continental civil law

lawyer to contain more detailed prescriptions addressed to the

judiciary than is the case in the new Dutch Civil Code, for

example. This, we contend, is a function of the limited role that

the judiciary was called upon to play in pre-perestroika days in

the Soviet Union. Because of this fact, not all judges in the CIS

countries are yet able to comfortably exercise a flexible approach

to the law and its application – of the type, for example, embodied

in the new Dutch Civil Code. With additional experience in

implementing existing as well as future new legislation, judges

in many CIS countries will (further) improve their ability to follow

not only the letter but also the spirit of the law.8 However,

an ongoing problem of equal (if not greater) magnitude is posed

by the limited publication of judicial decisions and judgements

in the CIS countries. Until this is changed, judges as well as

practising and scholarly lawyers will be severely hampered in

their ability to consider the benefits of judicial harmonisation.9

Part of the problem stems from past practices and part from

a misconception of the role of the judiciary in civil law countries.

Failing to publish most if not all court cases in CIS countries

in the form of full-text judicial reports by claiming that this

is only a common law concern misses the point. Civil law

lawyers and judges are able to appreciate that the publication

of court decisions has a different weight than that accorded to

case reports in common law jurisdictions. The main point here

is that the ever-increasing number of judicial opinions published,

e.g., in the Netherlands, represents an important tool with which

to analyse judicial thinking and legal trends. Lawyers (from

the public and private sectors) and members of the judiciary

would be forced to rely upon speculation rather than upon

reliable information if the same ad hoc approach to publishing

Harmonisation: a postscript

1 P.J. Slot, “Harmonization”, 21 European Law Review, p.378 ff (1996).

2 Evans, op. cit., p.201-202.

3 Lando, op. cit., p.822.

4 On the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations of 19 June 1980 (O.J. 1980, L 266/1). 

5 Lando, op.cit., p.822.

6 Ibid., p.828.

7 Gianmaria Ajani, “By Chance and Prestige: Legal Transplants in Russian and Eastern Europe”, 43 American Journal of Comparative Law, p.93 ff (1995).

8 Not all observers share a sense of optimism in this regard. For example, Black, Kraakman and Hay have a distinctly pessimistic perception of Russian courts: 

“... [C]ourts function slowly, if at all. Many judges are holdovers from the Soviet era who do not understand business and are disinclined to learn. Some are simply corrupt.”

These observers favour a corporate governance system in Russia (and presumably among all the CIS countries) that is self-enforcing, even though they also acknowledge

that there “are limits to what a self-enforcing corporate law system can accomplish”. Bernard Black, Reiner Kraakman, and Jonathan Hay, “Corporate Law from Scratch”,

Corporate Governance in Central Europe and Russia, Volume 2, p.245 ff (Budapest 1996).

9 Evans, op. cit, p.203, groups the formal procedures of the harmonisation process into three components: legislative, administrative and judicial.



court cases were applied in western Europe as exists in the CIS.

A proper analysis of the implementation of new laws and

policies in the CIS countries can only start to be made once

there is comprehensive publication of all judicial decisions

and judgements.

Finally and encouragingly, the progress to date in building

a legislative framework within the CIS has been based on

harmonisation rather than on fragmentation. This should enable

the countries of the CIS to rebuild economic ties based on their

shared past and geographical proximity, and to extend such ties

world-wide. The consideration in the CIS model process that

has been given to developments in the CIS as well as in

foreign countries should facilitate both of these possibilities. 

If an awareness of this process has, by and large, been limited

in the past to a narrow group of those most directly involved

in its planning, execution, and implementation, then it is hoped

that this article will contribute towards making these efforts

known to, and appreciated by, a wider audience. However, with

such knowledge and appreciation, the critical observer might

fault the model process for being not only poorly publicised

but also seemingly elitist. This article has described how, since

the mid-1990s, the model process has brought together legal

scholars, members of the judiciary, and government officials.

Yet there is a need not only to make this process better known

and understood, but also to involve other citizens as well as

legal persons. This goal can be achieved not only through

dissemination of publications (such as those mentioned

above), but also through the organisation of public or semi-public

convocations. These would be held prior to finalising work

on a draft model law and would be attended by, for example,

members of the business community (domestic and foreign)

and non-governmental organisations.

Widening the circle of those informed of, and involved in, the

model process might even take the benefits of harmonisation

another step forward and provide further impetus to those

working further towards drafting a Civil Code for the EU.10

As trade and commerce continue to grow, as the interaction

of peoples from various parts of the world continues to expand,

and as communications continue to develop, the level of legal

certainty and clarity that the model CIS legislation will provide

is expected to be increasingly of benefit to society in the

transition countries. There is no good reason why other regions

of the world should not be able to (further) attempt to achieve

such positive results.
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10 The European Parliament in 1989 and again in 1994 requested that the Commission prepare a European Civil Code. See O.J. 1989 C 158/400 

and O.J. C 205/518. See the articles by Professors Lando and Hondius, cited above.


